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Object

We overview BPMN and their analysis
based on Petri nets
Figure 7.8 - An example of a stand-alone Process (Orchestration) diagram
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Business Process Modeling Notation, v2.0

Ch.4.7, 5.7 of Business Process Management: Concepts, Languages, Architectures
Ch.3, 4 of Fundamental of Business Process Management. M. Dumas et al.
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BPMN
Main goal:
to define a graphical notation
that is readily understandable:
by business analysts (initial drafts of processes)
by technical developers (process implementation)
by business people (process management)
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Standardisation
In the context of graphical models for business processes
the development of BMPN is an important step in:
reducing the fragmentation that existed
with myriad of process modelling tools and notations
exploiting experiences with many divergent proposals to
consolidate the best ideas
supporting the adoption of inter-operable
business process management systems
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Short history
2000 - Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI.org)
(independent organization, studying open specifications for the
management of e-Business processes)
2005 - BPMI and the Object Management Group™ (OMG™)
merge their activities on BPM forming the
Business Modeling & Integration Domain Task Force (BMI -DTF)
2006 - BPMN 1.0 approved
2007 - BPMN 1.1 approved
2009 - BPMN 1.2 approved
2009 - BPMN 2.0 Beta 1 proposed
2010 - BPMN 2.0 Beta 2 proposed
2011 - BPMN 2.0 Final delivered
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A joint effort!

Business Process Management Initiative
More information: http://www.bpmi.org/

Copyright © 2000-2001, BPMI.org
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Gateways

Activities

Data‐based Exclusive Gateway
When splitting, it routes the sequence flow to exactly one of the outgoing
branches based on conditions. When merging, it awaits one incoming branch
to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.

Multiple Instances of the
same activity are started in
parallel or sequentially, e.g.
for each line item in an
order.

Multiple
Instances

Event‐based Exclusive Gateway
Is always followed by catching events or receive tasks. Sequence flow is
routed to the subsequent event/task which happens first.
Parallel Gateway
When used to split the sequence flow, all outgoing branches are activated
simultaneously. When merging parallel branches it waits for all incoming
branches to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.

Ad‐hoc Subprocess

Inclusive Gateway
When splitting, one or more branches are activated based on branching
conditions. When merging, it awaits all active incoming branches to
complete.
Complex Gateway
It triggers one or more branches based on complex conditions or verbal
descriptions. Use it sparingly as the semantics might not be clear.

~

Lane

Ad‐hoc Subprocess

Sequence
Flow

Multiple

Catching or throwing one out of
a set of events.

Link

Off‐page connectors. Two
corresponding link events equal
a sequence flow.

doc

Lane

~

Intermediate Event (throwing):
An event is thrown and the process
continues.

Attached Intermediate Event: The
activity is aborted once an event is
caught.
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Default
Flow

Embedded
Subprocess

Data
Object

End Event

doc

[state2]

A Transaction is a set of activities that logically
belong together; it might follow a specified
transaction protocol.

Transaction

Attached Intermediate Cancel Events indicate
reactions to the cancellation of a transaction.
Activities inside the transaction are compensated
upon cancellation.

Task

Completed activities can be compensated. An
activity and the corresponding Compensate Activity
are related using an attached Intermediate
Compensation Event.
Compensate
Activity

Data
Object

Task

[state2]

Intermediate
Error Event

Exception
Flow

Task
Terminate
End Event

Swimlanes
Pool
Task

Task

Pool

Pools and Lanes represent
responsibilities for activities in a
process. A pool or a lane can be an
organization, a role, or a system.
Lanes sub‐divide pools or other
lanes hierarchically.

Pool

Collapsed Pools hide all internals
of the contained processes.
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Documentation
Group

Grouping

Text Annotation

Lane

Intermediate Event (catching):
The process can only continue
once an event has been caught.

Condition

Task

Pool

End Event: An event is thrown
when the end of the process is
reached.

Data‐based
Exclusive
Gateway

doc

[state1]

Transaction

[state1]

Intermediate
Timer Event

Throwing

Start Event: Catching an event
starts a new process instance.

activity

doc

modify

End Error Event

Lane

Catching

doc

Activity

Task

Triggering the immediate
termination of a process.

Terminate

modify

Intermediate
Timer Event

Task

Lane

Signalling across different
processes. One signal thrown
can be caught multiple times.

Parallel
Gateway

Multiple
Instances

Data
Object

Reacting to changed business
conditions or integrating
business rules.

Signal

write

Intermediate
Message Event

Message Flow symbolizes
information flow across
organizational boundaries.
Message flow can be attached to
pools, activities, or message events.

Text Annotation

The order of message exchanges
can be specified by combining
message flow and sequence flow.

An arbitrary set of objects can be
defined as a Group to show that
they logically belong together.
Any object can be associated with a
Text Annotation to provide
additional documentation.

Business Process Technology
Prof. Dr. Mathias Weske
Web: bpt.hpi.uni‐potsdam.de
Oryx: oryx‐project.org
Blog: bpmn.info
BPMN Version 1.2

Pool

Compensation handling or
triggering compensation.

Conditional

read

Transactions

Intermediate
Message Event

Lane

Reacting to cancelled
transactions or triggering
cancellation.

Compen‐
sation

A Bidirected Association indicates that the data
object is modified, i.e. read and written during the
execution of an actvity.

Expanded Subprocess

Loop
Activity

Event‐based
Exclusive
Gateway

Collapsed
Subprocess
Conditional
Start Event

Expanded Pool

Catching or throwing named
errors.

Cancel

A Directed Association indicates information flow.
A data object can be read at the start of an
activity or written upon completion.

An Expanded Subprocess contains a
valid BPMN diagram.

Parallel
Gateway

Cyclic timer events, points in
time, time spans or timeouts.

Error

A Subprocess is a
decomposable activity.
It can be collapsed to
hide the details.

End

Receiving and sending
messages.

Timer

Default Flow is the default
branch to be chosen if all
other conditions evaluate to
false.

Attaching a data object with an Undirected
Association to a sequence flow indicates hand‐over
of information between the activities involved.

Message Flow

Untyped events, typically
showing where the process
starts or ends.

Message

Collapsed
Subprocess

A Data Object represents information flowing
through the process, such as business documents,
e‐mails or letters.

A Task is a unit of
work, the job to be
performed.

Collapsed Pool

Throwing

Plain

Conditional Flow has a
condition assigned that
defines whether or not the
flow is used.

Pool

Intermediate

Catching

Sequence Flow defines the
execution order of activities.

Ad‐hoc Subprocesses
contain tasks only. Each task
can be executed arbitrarily
often until a completion
condition is fulfilled.

Events
Start

Task

Loop Activity is iterated if a
loop condition is true. The
condition is either tested
before or after the activity
execution.

Loop

Data

Authors
Gero Decker
Alexander Grosskopf
Sven Wagner‐Boysen

BPMN 2.0 vs 1.0
Updated (new markers):
Tasks/SubProcesses
Events
Gateways
Artefacts
Added:
Choreographies
Full metamodel
XML Serialization
Diagram Interchange
BPMN Execution Semantics (verbal)
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An Event Sub‐Process is placed into a Process or
Sub‐Process. It is activated when its start event
gets triggered and can interrupt the higher level
process context or run in parallel (non‐
interrupting) depending on the start event.

Event
Sub‐Process

Choreography Diagram

Communication

Choreography
Task
Participant B
Participant B

Participant A

Pool
(collapsed)

Choreography
Task

Participant A

~

Sub‐Process Marker

Send Task

Loop Marker

Receive Task

Parallel MI Marker

User Task

Sequential MI Marker

Manual Task

Ad Hoc Marker

Business Rule Task

Compensation Marker

Service Task

Pool
(collapsed)

Participant B
Participant C

Pool (Collapsed)

has a condition
assigned that defines
whether or not the
flow is used.

Receive Task

Timer
Intermediate
Event

Data
Store

Event Sub‐Process

Conditional
Start Event
Parallel
Link
Intermediate Multiple
Intermediate
Event
Event

Inclusive Gateway
When splitting, one or more
branches are activated. All
active incoming branches must
complete before merging.

Exclusive Event‐based Gateway
(instantiate)
Each occurrence of a subsequent
event starts a new process
instance.

Complex Gateway
Complex merging and
branching behavior that is not
captured by other gateways.

Parallel Event‐based Gateway
(instantiate)
The occurrence of all subsequent
events starts a new process
instance.

BPMN 2.0 poster

Task

Task

Attached
Intermediate
Error Event
Error End
Event

Pools (Participants) and Lanes
represent responsibilities for
activities in a process. A pool
or a lane can be an
organization, a role, or a
system. Lanes subdivide pools
or other lanes hierarchically.

Signal
End
Event

Link
Intermediate
Event

Swimlanes

Throwing

Boundary Non‐
Interrupting

Parallel Multiple: Catching
all out of a set of parallel
events.
Terminate: Triggering the
immediate termination of a
process.

Collection

Group

Data

Multi Instance
Task (Parallel)

Call Activity
End
Event

Input

Send Task
Exclusive
Gateway

Multiple: Catching one out of
a set of events. Throwing all
events defined

Text Annotation

condition

Looped
Sub‐Process
Start
Event

~

Escalation
End Event

Sub‐Process

Is always followed by catching events or receive tasks.
Sequence flow is routed to the subsequent event/task
which happens first.
When used to split the sequence flow, all outgoing
branches are activated simultaneously. When merging
parallel branches it waits for all incoming branches to
complete before triggering the outgoing flow.

Signal: Signalling across differ‐
ent processes. A signal thrown
can be caught multiple times.

Manual Task
End
Event

Data Object

Lane

Parallel Gateway

Task

Attached
Intermediate
Timer Event

Task

Lane

Event‐based Gateway

When splitting, it routes the sequence flow to exactly
one of the outgoing branches. When merging, it awaits
one incoming branch to complete before triggering the
outgoing flow.

Event‐based
Gateway

Message
Start Event

Pool

Exclusive Gateway

Collapsed
Sub‐Process

Lane

Gateways

Compensation: Handling or
triggering compensation.
Ad‐hoc Sub‐Process

Conditional Flow

is the default branch
to be chosen if all
other conditions
evaluate to false.

Cancel: Reacting to cancelled
transactions or triggering
cancellation.

Message Flow

Pool (Expanded)

defines the execution
order of activities.

Error: Catching or throwing
named errors.

Collaboration Diagram

Lane
Default Flow

Link: Off‐page connectors.
Two corresponding link events
equal a sequence flow.

Sub‐Conversation

Script Task

Sequence Flow

Response
Message

Multi Instance Pool
(collapsed)

Conditional: Reacting to
changed business conditions
or integrating business rules.

Choreography
Task
Participant C

Parallel
Gateway

Task

Output

Message
End Event

Message Flow
symbolizes information
flow across organizational
boundaries. Message flow
can be attached to pools,
activities, or message
events.

A Data Input is an external input for the
entire process. It can be read by an activity.
A Data Output is a variable available as result
of the entire process.
A Data Object represents information flowing
through the process, such as business
documents, e‐mails, or letters.

Pool

Types specify the nature of
the action to be performed:

Escalation: Escalating to
an higher level of
responsibility.

A Collection Data Object represents a
collection of information, e.g., a list of order
items.

Pool

Task Types

Markers indicate execution
behavior of activities:

None: Untyped events,
indicate start point, state
changes or final states.

Timer: Cyclic timer events,
points in time, time spans or
timeouts.

Participant A

Initiating
Message

End

Message: Receiving and
sending messages.

Participant A

Participant B

Activity Markers

A Choreography Sub‐
Process contains a refined
choreography with several
Interactions.

Boundary
Interrupting

denotes a set of
Participants of the
same kind.

Catching

Multiple Participants Marker

Intermediate

Event Sub‐Process
Non‐Interrupting

A Choreography Task
represents an Interaction
(Message Exchange)
between two Participants.

Conversation Diagram

A Call Activity is a wrapper for a globally defined
Sub‐Process or Task that is reused in the current
process.

Call Activity

Start

Participant B
Participant C

Participant B

A Forked Conversation Link connects
Communications and multiple
Participants.

Events

Event Sub‐Process
Interrupting

Transaction

Choreography
Task

A Conversation Link connects
Communications and Participants.

A Transaction is a set of activities that logically
belong together; it might follow a specified
transaction protocol.

Participant A
Choreography
Sub‐Process

Participant A

A Communication defines a set of
logically related message exchanges.
When marked with a
symbol it
indicates a Sub‐Conversation, a
compound conversation element.

A Task is a unit of work, the job to be
performed. When marked with a
symbol
it indicates a Sub‐Process, an activity that can
be refined.

Task

Choreographies

Top‐Level

Conversations

Activities

http://bpmb.de/poster

The order of message
exchanges can be
specified by combining
message flow and
sequence flow.
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Data Store

A Data Store is a place where the process can
read or write data, e.g., a database or a filing
cabinet. It persists beyond the lifetime of the
process instance.
A Message is used to depict the contents of a
communication between two Participants.

BPMN 2.0 ‐ Business Process Model and Notation
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Tradotto da:

Tipologie di tasks

I seguenti simboli indicano il
comportamento di esecuzione delle
attività:

Le tipologie specificano la
natura dell’azione da eseguire

Sottoprocesso

Task di invio

Loop

Task di ricezione

Esecuzione in parallelo

Utente

Esecuzione
sequenziale

Task manuale

Ad hoc

Regole di business

Compensazione

Service

Comunicazione

Pool (compresso)

Sottoprocesso ad hoc

Corsia

Quando viene usato per dividere il flusso sequenziale,
tutti i rami in uscita sono attivati simultaneamente.
Invece quando viene usato per unire rami paralleli, il
flusso aspetta il completamento di tutti i rami in
entrata prima di andare avanti.
Inclusivo
In caso di splitting, uno o più
rami sono attivati. Il flusso va
avanti solamente quando
l’esecuzione di tutti i rami è
terminata.

Esclusivo basato su eventi
All’attivazione di ogni evento
successivo, viene avviata una
nuova istanza di processo.

Complesso
Gestioni di merging e
branching che non sono
gestite da altri gateways.

Parallelo basato su eventi
All’attivazione di tutti gli eventi
successivi, viene avviata una
nuova istanza di processo.

Task

Allegato
Evento a tempo
intermedio

Task manuale

Task

Sottoprocesso
Sottoprocesso basato su eventi

Data
Store

Evento iniziale
Condizionale
Evento
Evento
intermedio intermedio
Parallelo
Link
Multiplo

Task

Evento finale
di errore

Looped
Sub‐Process

Collection

Flusso di messaggi
rappresenta il flusso di
informazioni. Un flusso di
messagi può essere unito
a pools, attività, o eventi
di messaggi.

Throwing

Boundary Non‐
Interrupting

Boundary
Interrupting

Catching

Parallelo Multiplo: intercetta
tutti gli eventi.

Gruppo

Data

Multi Instance
Task (Parallel)

Call Activity

Swimlanes

Non‐interruzione
di sottoprocessi

Multiplo: intercetta uno tra
vari eventi. Gestisce tutti gli
eventi definiti.

Terminate: causa la fine
immediata di un processo.

Annotazioni di testo

condizione

Evento
finale

Pools (Partecipanti) e
Lanes(corsie)
rappresentano le responsabilità
per le attività in un processo.
Esse possono essere
un’organizzazione, un ruolo o un
sistema. Le corsie suddividono
le pools o altre corsie
gerarchicamente.
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Evento
intermedio di
errore
allegato

Evento
Finale
di
segnala
zione

Link
Evento
Intermedio

Signal: comunica con più
processi. Lo stesso segnale può
essere intercettato più volte.

Input

Evento
iniziale

Task

~

Evento a
Escalation
tempo
Evento finale
intermedio

Data Object

Interruzione di
sottoprocessi

Compensazione: gestisce o
innesca la compensazione.

Evento
finale

Evento iniziale
di messaggio

Corsia

Parallelo

Task di
ricezione

Sottoprocesso
compresso

Pool

Basato su eventi

Cancel: reagisce a delle
transazioni cancellate o causa
una cancellazione.

Messaggio di flusso

Corsia

Esclusivo(xor)

In caso di splitting, il flusso sequenziale viene diretto
esattamente verso uno dei rami in uscita. In caso di
merging, il flusso aspetta che un ramo in entrata
arrivi a termine prima di andare avanti.
Questo simbolo è sempre seguito da intercettazioni di
eventi o tasks di ricezione. Il flusso sequenziale
prosegue verso il sucessivo task/evento che accade
per primo.

Partecipante C

Collaboration Diagram

Corsia

Gateways

Condizionale: reagisce a
condizioni di business cambiate
o integra regole di business.
Link:
Due corrispondenti link events
sono uguali ad un flusso
sequenziale.
Errore: attiva o si occupa di
un errore.

Partecipante B
Partecipante C

Gateway

ha una condizione
assegnata che definisce
se usare o meno il
flusso.

Task di
coreografia

Sub‐Conversation

Flusso condizionale

è il ramo predefinito
da scegliere se tutte
le altre condizioni
vengono valutate
come false.

Escalation: passa ad un livello
più alto di responsabilità.

Partecipante A

Messaggio di
risposta

Multi Instance Pool
(compresso)

Timer: eventi a tempo.

Partecipante B

Partecipante B

Pool (espanso)

definisce l’ordine di
esecuzione delle
attività.

Flusso predefinito

Task di
coreografia

Fine

Messaggio: invio e ricezione
di messaggi

Partecipante A

Task di
Participant Bcoreografia

Partecipante A

Intermedio

Non definiti: punti di inizio,
cambi di stato, o stati finali.

Partecipante A

Pool
(compresso)

Script

Flusso sequenziale

Diagramma di coreografia
Messagio iniziale

Pool
(compresso)

Un Processo di
coreografia contiene una
coreografia rifinita con
molte interazioni.

Il simbolo Multiple
Participants denota un
insieme di partecipanti della
stessa tipologia.

Task di invio
Gateway
esclusivo

Gateway
parallelo

Task

Output

Un Data Input è un input esterno usato
all’interno del processo. Può essere letto da
un’attività.
Un Data Output è una variabile disponibile
come risultato di un intero processo.

Evento finale
di messaggio

Un Data Object rappresenta le informazioni che
attraversano l’intero processo, come ad
esempio documenti di business, e‐mails, o
lettere.
Pool

Simboli per attività

Partecipante B

Diagramma di conversazione

Una call activity è un contenitore di un
sottoprocesso definito globalmente o un task
che può essere riusato nel processo attuale.

Call Activity

Inizio

Un Collection Data Object rappresenta una
collezione di informazioni, come ad esempio
una lista di elementi ordinati.

Pool

Sottoprocesso
basato su
eventi

Eventi

Partecipante B
Partecipante C

Un Task di coreografia
rappresenta
un’interazione(scambio di
messaggi) tra due
partecipanti.

Un forked conversation link connette
le comunicazioni e molteplici
partecipanti.

Un sottoprocesso basato su eventi si trova
all'interno di un processo o sottoprocesso. Si
avvia quando il suo evento di inizio viene
attivato e può interrompere il processo di
livello superiore oppure eseguire in parallelo
(senza interruzioni) in base all'evento di
inizio.

Partecipante A
Sottoprocesso di
coreografia

Partecipante A
Task di
coreografia

Un conversation link connette le
comunicazioni ed i partecipanti.

Una transazione è un insieme di attività che si
legano logicamente; essa potrebbe seguire uno
specifico protocollo.

Transazione

~

Una comunicazione definisce un
insieme di scambi di messaggi collegati
logicamente. Se annotati con un
simbolo
indicano una
comunicazione interna ad un’altra
conversazione.

Un task è un unità di lavoro, cioè il lavoro da
svolgere. Quando si annota con il simbolo
indica un sottoprocesso, cioè un’attività che
può essere perfezionata.

Task

Coreografie

Alto livello

Conversazioni

Attività

L’ ordine degli scambi
di messaggi
può
essere
specificato
associando il flusso di
messaggi e il flusso
sequenziale.
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Data Store

Un Data Store è un luogo dove il processo può
leggere oppure scrivere dati, ad esempio un
database. Esso si mantiene oltre la durata
dell’istanza del processo.
Un messaggio è usato per rappresentare i
contenuti di una comunicazione tra due
partecipanti.

BPMN 2.0 (2009/11)
FAQ
What is BPMN?
BPMN is a graphical notation that depicts the steps
(end to end flow) in a business process.
Specifically designed to coordinate
the sequence of processes and
the messages that flow between participants
in a related set of activities.
13

BPMN 2.0 (2009/11)
FAQ
Why is BPMN important?

The world of business processes has changed dramatically over the past few years.
Processes can be coordinated from behind, within and over organizations boundaries.
A business process now spans multiple participants and coordination can be complex.

Until BPMN, there has not been a standard modelling
technique developed that addresses these issues.
BPMN provides users with a royalty free notation.
This will benefit users in a similar manner in which UML standardised the world of
software engineering.
There will be training courses, books and a body of knowledge that users can access in
order to better implement a business process.
14

BPMN 2.0 (2009/11)
FAQ
Will there be a major rewrite?
Not for 2 or 3 years…

(good work! 10 years and still no revision is planned)
15

Strong points of BPMN
Simplicity: A small set of basic symbols
Extensibility: many decorations available
(new ones can be added in the future)
Graphical design: intuitive
Generality: orchestration + choreography
Tool availability: exchange format
16

Weaknesses of BPMN
over 100 graphical elements
verbose description (500 pages)
difficult to learn comprehensively:
different readings of the same diagram are possible
different BPMN vendors implement the execution of
BPMN diagrams in different ways (and for different subsets)

17

1 - BPMN basics

18

Swimlanes
(pools, lanes)

19

Swimlanes
A swimlane is a mechanism
to organise activities into separate visual categories
to illustrate different capabilities or responsibilities
Present in many process modelling methodologies
BPMN supports two main swimlane objects:
pool

lanes

20

Pools
A pool represents a participant (or role) in a process
(represented as a rectangle with a name)

21

Collapsed pools
Internal process is not exposed

22

Lanes
A lane is a hierarchical sub-partition within a pool
that is used to organise and categorise activities
(inner rectangle that extends to the entire length of the pool

23

Swimlanes
Constraints
Pools and lanes are used to represent organizations,
roles, systems and responsibilities. Examples:

A Pool MUST contain 0 or 1
business process.

Lane Lane

Pool

'University', 'Sales division', 'Warehouse', 'ERP system',...

A Pool can contain 0 or more
lanes.
Two pools can only be connected
with message flows.

A Pool represents a participant in a process. It contains a business
process and is used in B2B situations.
A Lane is a sub-partition within a pool used to organize and
categorize activities.

24

Naming conventions
Process models:
a noun possibly preceded by an adjective
the label is often obtained by ``nominalizing’’ the verb
that describe the main action in the process
(e.g., claim handling, order fulfillment)
Avoid long labels
Articles are often omitted

25

Flow Objects
(events, activities, gateways)

26

Flow objects
Rationale:
fix a small set of core elements
so that modellers must learn a small number of shapes:
events

activities

27

gateways

Signal

minate

Triggering the immediate
termination of a process.

Flow objects

Multiple

Catching or throwing one out of
a set of events.

Link

Off‐page connectors. Two
corresponding link events equal
a sequence flow.

Catching

Lane

Signalling across different
processes. One signal thrown
can be caught multiple times.

Throwing

Triggering the immediate
End
Event:ofAn
event is thrown
Rationale:
termination
a process.
Start Event: Catching an event
when the end of the process is
starts a new process instance.
reached.
Catching
Throwing

fix a small set of coreIntermediate
elements
Event (throwing):
An event
is thrownof
andshapes:
the process
small
number

Start Event: Catching an event
Intermediate Event (catching):
starts a new process instance.
process
can only continue
soThe
that
modellers
must
learn
a
Event (catching):
once an event has beenIntermediate
caught.
The process can only continue

events
activity

once an event has been caught.

End Event: An event is thrown
when the end of the process is
reached.

Intermediate Event (throwing):
continues.
An event is thrown and the process
continues.

activities
gateways
Attached
Event:
The
Attached Intermediate
Event:
The
activity Intermediate
activity is aborted once an event is
activity is aborted
caught. once an event is
caught.

use different border styles and internal markers
to add many more information
(this way the notation is extensible)
28

Pool

Terminate

Flow objects: Events

29

Events
An event is something that “happens” during
the course of a business process
An event is represented as a circle
different borders define the type of the event
start

intermediate

30

end

Naming conventions
Events:
the label should begin with a noun and
end with a verb in past participle form
to indicate something that just happened
(e.g., Invoice emitted)
the noun can be preceded by an adjective
(e.g., Urgent order sent)
Avoid long labels
Articles are often omitted
31

Flow objects: Activities

32

Activities
An activity is some “unit of work” (job) to be done
during the course of a business process
An activity is represented as a rounded box
BPMN has two main types of activities
atomic (task) or compound (sub-process)

+

33

Activities
Modeling

Notation
Sub-processes
Task

A Task is a unit of
work, the job to be
performed.
parse:

Large process models are hard to
Sequence Flow defines the
we improve readability
execution order of activities.
by hiding certain parts within sub-processes

A Subprocess is a A Da
Conditional Flow hasAaTask is a unit of
thro
Collapsed
decomposable activity.
Task
condition
assigned thatwork, the job to be
Subprocesscomposite
It can be
collapsed toe‐m
A
sub-process
is
a
self-contained,
activity
defines whether or notperformed.
the
hide the details.
that can be broken into smaller units of work
flow is used.
Atta
Asso
Default Flow is the default
of in
A
Subprocess
is
a
Expanded Subprocess
branch to be chosen if all
Collapsed
decomposable
activity.
A Dir
other
conditions evaluate
to
Subprocess
It can be collapsed to
A da
false.
hide the details.
activ

Expanded Subprocess

An Expanded Subprocess contains a
valid BPMN diagram.
34

A Bid
obje
exec

Activities
Modeling

Notation
Sub-processes
Task

A Task is a unit of
work, the job to be
performed.
parse:

Large process models are hard to
Sequence Flow defines the
we improve readability
execution order of activities.
by hiding certain parts within sub-processes

A Subprocess is a A Da
Conditional Flow hasAaTask is a unit of
thro
Collapsed
decomposable activity.
Task
condition
assigned thatwork, the job to be
Subprocesscomposite
It can be
collapsed toe‐m
A
sub-process
is
a
self-contained,
activity
defines whether or notperformed.
the
hide the details.
that can be broken into smaller units of work
flow is used.
Atta
Asso
Default Flow is the default
of in
A
Subprocess
is
a
Expanded Subprocess
branch to be chosen if all
Collapsed
decomposable
activity.
A Dir
other
conditions evaluate
to
Subprocess
It can be collapsed to
A da
false.
hide the details.
activ

Expanded Subprocess

An Expanded
Subprocess
implicit
start /contains
end a
valid BPMN diagram.
35

A Bid
obje
exec

Naming conventions
Activities:
verb in the imperative form followed by a noun
(e.g., Approve order)
the noun can be preceded by an adjective
(e.g., Issue driver license)
the verb may be followed by a complement
(e.g., Renew driver license via offline agencies)
Avoid long labels
Articles are often omitted
36

Flow objects: Gateways

37

Gateways

BPMN
BPMN

A gateway is used to split/join the sequence flow
(conditional, fork, wait)

Gateways
A gateway is represented as a diamond shape
internal markersGateways
indicate the nature of behaviour control

Data‐based Exclusive Gateway
When splitting, it routes the sequence flow to exactly one of the outgoing
branches based on conditions. When merging, it awaits one incoming branch
to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.
Data‐based Exclusive Gateway
When splitting,
it routesGateway
the sequence flow to exactly one of the outgoing
Event‐based
Exclusive
branches
based on by
conditions.
it awaits
one incoming
Is always followed
catching When
eventsmerging,
or receive
tasks. Sequence
flowbranch
is
to
complete
triggering
the outgoing
routed
to thebefore
subsequent
event/task
which flow.
happens first.
Event‐based
Exclusive Gateway
Parallel Gateway
Is always
followed
events
tasks.
Sequence
flow is
When
used
to split by
thecatching
sequence
flow,or
allreceive
outgoing
branches
are activated
routed to the subsequent
event/task
which
happens
first.for all incoming
simultaneously.
When merging
parallel
branches
it waits
branches to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.
Parallel Gateway
Inclusive
When usedGateway
to split the sequence flow, all outgoing branches are activated
When
splitting, one
or merging
more branches
activated
basedfor
onall
branching
simultaneously.
When
parallelare
branches
it waits
incoming
38 it awaits all active incoming branches to
conditions.
merging,
branches toWhen
complete
before
triggering the outgoing flow.

Connecting objects
(sequence flow, message flow, association)

39

Connecting objects
The Flow objects are connected together in a diagram to
create the basic skeletal structure of a business process
Three connecting objects can be used:
Sequence flow

Message flow

connected objects must
reside in the same pool
(but they can be in
different lanes)

connected objects must
reside in different pools

connects flow objects
with artefacts

to be discussed later

to be discussed later

40

Association

Sequence flow
A sequence flow is used to show the order
in which activities are to be performed
the term “control flow” is generally avoided in BPMN
A sequence flow is represented by
a solid line with a solid arrowhead

41

Constraints

Sequence Flow and Message Flow rules
Only objects that can have an incoming and/or outgoing Sequence Flow / Message
Flow are shown in the Tables Below.

s,
e

To:

To:
each event:
at most one incoming and
at most one outgoing
sequence flow

e

From:

ed

From:

a

each activity:
exactly one incoming and
exactly one outgoing
sequence flow
each gateway:
one-to-many,
many-to-one,
many-to-many

42

Multiple flows and
implicit gateways
In principle each activity should have exactly:
one incoming arc, one outgoing arc
Be careful if this is not the case!

stands for

Multiple incoming flows are mutually exclusive

43

Multiple flows and
implicit gateways
In principle each activity should have exactly:
one incoming arc, one outgoing arc
Be careful if this is not the case!

stands for

Multiple outgoing flows are activated in parallel
(unless conditions are attached to them)
44

In your final projects
Please avoid

45

Artefacts:

(data-objects, groups, text annotations)

46

ensation.
nate: Triggering the
events.
BPTrends
diate
terminationJuly,
of a 2004
gTerminate:
across differ‐
Triggering the
ss.
signal thrown
immediate
termination of a
ultiple times.
process.
ng one out of
Throwing all

rtifacts

Introduction to BPMN

Artefacts

PMN was designed to allow modelers and modeling tools some flexibility in extending the basic
otation
e: Catchingand in providing the ability to add context appropriate to a specific modeling situation,
f parallel
ch as for a vertical market (e.g., insurance or banking). Any number of Artifacts can be added to a
to
BPMN
agram,
for the contextto
of allow
theIntroduction
business
processes
being
modeled.
The currenttools
gering BPMN
theas appropriate
is designed
modellers
and
modelling
ination
rsion ofofa the BPMN specification
pre-defines
only three
A Data
Input is an external
input fortypes
the of BPD Artifacts, which are:

ata
Data

ut

Task

entire process.
can be read by an activity.
some
flexibility
inItextending
the basic notation
A Data Input is an external input for the
Out-

DataputObjects are
a mechanism
show
how
entire
process.
Itto
can
be
read
byasanresult
activity.
A Data
Output
is a variable
available
Outmodeling
tools some
flexibility
inbyextending
the basic
data
is required
or
produced
activities.
of
the
entire
process.
ata Object
put
Output
is a variable
available as result
the ability to add They
context
appropriate
toAto
aData
specific
modeling
situation,
are
connected
activities
through
the entire
process.
DataofObject
represents
information
flowing
et (e.g., insuranceAssociations.
or banking). AnyAnumber
of Artifacts
can
be added
to a

owInput
modelers Task
and

Any kind of artefacts can be added to a diagram
through the process, such as business
r the context of
the
business
processes
being
modeled.
The current
A Data
Object
represents
informationmodelling
flowing
as appropriate
for
the
specific
domain
documents,
e‐mails,
or letters.
through the process, such as business

cification pre-defines
only three
types of BPD
which
are:
A Group
is represented
byArtifacts,
a rounded
corner
documents, e‐mails, or letters.

rectangle drawn with a dashed line (see the
roup
ects are a mechanism
toto
show
how
A Collection
Datainput
Object
represents
a
Athe
Data
Input
is an
external
forcan
the be used
figure
right).
The
grouping
collection
ofbeinformation,
e.g., a list of order
quired or produced by activities.
entire process.
It can
read by
an activity.
for
documentation
or
analysis
purposes,
but a
A
Collection
Data
Object
represents
Task
items.
connected
toOutactivities through
collection of information,
e.g., a list of order
the isSequence
Flow. as result
put does notA affect
Data Output
a variable available
ons.

BPMN includes three pre-defined types of artefacts:
data objects
groups
text
annotation
items.
of the entire process.

s represented by a rounded cornerA Data Store is a place where the process can
read
or write data,
e.g.,
aa database
Dataare
Object
represents
information
flowing or a filing
Annotations
a mechanism
for
modeler
drawn with a dashed
line A(see
the
A
Data
Store
is
a
place
where
the of
process
Data Storethrough the
cabinet.
It such
persists
beyond the
lifetime
the can
process,
as
business
to provide
additional
text
information
the or a filing
the right). The grouping
can be
used
nnotation
read
or write
data, e.g., afor
database
process
instance.
documents,
e‐mails,
or letters.
Data
cabinet. It(see
persists
beyond
the lifetime
of the
mentation or analysis
purposes,
but Diagram
reader
of Store
a BPMN
the
figure
to
process instance.
affect the Sequence
the Flow.
right).
A Message is used to depict the contents of a

communication
between two
A Collection
Data Object represents
a Participants.
A Message is used to depict the contents of a
of information, e.g., a list of order
ns are ato
mechanism
for a collection
modeler
communication
between twolater
Participants.
be discussed
later
to be discussed
items.

e additional text information for the
odelers
can create
their
own types
of Artifacts, which add more details about how the process is
a BPMN Diagram
(see
the figure
to
47
.rformed—quite often to
show
the
andtheoutputs
of activities in the Process. However, the
A Data
Store
is ainputs
place where
process can

Association
An association is used to associate data, text, and other
artefacts with flow objects
An association is represented by
a dotted line (with an optional line-arrowhead)

used especially
for text annotation
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s only three types of BPD Artifacts, which are:

m to show how
by activities.
ies through

Text annotation

rounded
corner
Any
object can be associated with a text annotation
ed line
the any additional information and documentation
to(see
provide
ping can be used
that
can
be
needed
s purposes, but
Flow.

A text annotation is represented as a dotted-line call-out

m for a modeler
ormation for the
ee the figure to

cts, which add more details about how the process is
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Typical patterns
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Sequence:
order fulfilment
3

Essential Process Modeling

Order fulfilment

64

Fig. 3.1 The diagram of a simple order fulfillment process

In this chapter we will become familiar with the core set of symbols provided by
BPMN. As stated earlier, a business process involves events and activities. Events
represent things that happen instantaneously (e.g. an invoice has been received)
whereas activities represent units of work that have a duration (e.g. an activity to
pay an invoice). Also, we recall that in51a process, events and activities are logically

3

Invoice check

68

Exclusive decisions:
invoice checking process

It is useful to annotate
branches with the conditions
Fig. 3.4 An example of the use of XOR gateways
under which they are taken
52

Essential Process Modeling

Activities

Annotated sequence flow

nstances of the
vity are started in
r sequentially, e.g.
ine item in an

vity is iterated if a
ition is true. The
is either tested
after the activity
.

read as

ubprocesses
``otherwise’’
sks only. Each task
ecuted arbitrarily
l a completion
is fulfilled.

Task
Sequence Flow defines the
execution order of activities.
Conditional Flow has a
condition assigned that
defines whether or not the
flow is used.
Default Flow is the default
branch to be chosen if all
other conditions evaluate to
false.

53

Collapsed
Subprocess

Expan

An Expanded S
valid BPMN dia

3

Essential Process Modeling

Security check

70

Parallel activities:
airport security check

Fig. 3.5 An example of the use of AND gateways

undergoing the required security checks.54After the first activity, and before the last

3

Essential Process Modeling

Order fulfilment

72

Multiple start events:
order fulfilment

Fig. 3.7 A variant of the order fulfillment process with two different triggers

Multiple start events are often considered as a convenient notation
credit history check on the applicant, which is performed by a financial officer. Once both
(they
capture
mutually
exclusive
triggers
to start
a process
instance)
the loan
risk assessment
and the
property appraisal
have been
performed,
a loan officer
can
assess the applicant’s eligibility. If the applicant is not eligible, the application is rejected,
otherwise the acceptance pack is prepared and55sent to the applicant.

Multiple end events:
order fulfilment

71

Order fulfilment

3.2 Branching and Merging

Multiple end events are often considered as a convenient notation
Fig. 3.6 A more elaborated version of the order fulfillment process diagram
(they are mutually exclusive in the example)
BPMN
adoptsthem
implicit
termination
semantics:
ject order”, thus
we preceded
with an
XOR-split (remember
to put an activity
case ends
only the
when
eachto``token’’
endlike in this
before an a
XOR-split
to allow
decision
be taken,reaches
such as athe
check
case, or an approval). Second, the two 56sequences “Get shipment address”–“Ship

Inclusive decisions:
order distribution

73

Order distribution

3.2 Branching and Merging

Fig. 3.8Only
Modeling
an inclusive
first trial but
XOR
/ ANDdecision:
gateways,

the diagram is convoluted!
What if we had three or more warehouses? (does not scale)
57

Inclusive decisions:
order distribution

Order distribution

Fig. 3.8 Modeling an inclusive decision: first trial

Fig. 3.9 Modeling
an inclusive
decision:
second trialthe
Only XOR
/ AND
gateways,

diagram can ``scale’’,
but is it correct? (also the case no-warehouse is now possible)

58
to the Hamburg warehouse), and a third branch
to be taken in case the order con-

Data‐based Exclusive Gateway
When splitting, it routes the sequence flow to exactly one of the outgoing
branches based on conditions. When merging, it awaits one incoming branch
to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.

Inclusive decisions
(one, many)

Event‐based Exclusive Gateway
Is always followed by catching events or receive tasks. Sequence flow is
routed to the subsequent event/task which happens first.
Parallel Gateway
When used to split the sequence flow, all outgoing branches are activated
simultaneously. When merging parallel branches it waits for all incoming
branches to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.
Inclusive Gateway
When splitting, one or more branches are activated based on branching
conditions. When merging, it awaits all active incoming branches to
complete.
Complex Gateway
It triggers one or more branches based on complex conditions or verbal
descriptions. Use it sparingly as the semantics might not be clear.

Events
59

Inclusive decisions:
order distribution
3

Essential Process Modeling

Order distribution

74

using OR gateways, the diagram can ``scale’’,
but all the issues with unmatched OR-joins in EPC are still valid!
Fig. 3.10 Modeling an inclusive decision with the OR gateway

In the Use
secondOR-gateways
solution we use only
an AND-split
with two
outgoing arcs, each
when strictly
necessary
of which leads to an XOR-split with two alternative branches. One is taken
60
if the order contains Amsterdam (Hamburg)
products, in which case an ac-

XOR + AND + OR:
order fulfilment

Order fulfilment

3.2 Branching and Merging

Better process
if gateways
balanced
Fig. 3.12 The order fulfillment
diagram withare
product
manufacturing
61

77

XOR + AND + OR:
order fulfillment

Order fulfilment

3.2 Branching and Merging

Better process
if gateways
balanced
Fig. 3.12 The order fulfillment
diagram withare
product
manufacturing
62

77

XOR + AND + OR:
order fulfillment

Order fulfilment

3.2 Branching and Merging

Better process
if gateways
balanced
Fig. 3.12 The order fulfillment
diagram withare
product
manufacturing
63

77

Resources as lanes:
order fulfillment

64

Resources as lanes:
order fulfillment

65

Placing items in lanes
events: must be placed in the proper lane
activities: must be placed in the proper lane
gateways:
(X)OR-splits: same lane as preceding decision activity
AND-split: placement is irrelevant
(any kind of) join: placement is irrelevant
data-objects: placement is irrelevant
66

Ministerial correspondence

Rework and repetition:
ministerial correspondence
78

3
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Fig. 3.13 A process model for addressing ministerial correspondence

the end event “Ministerial correspondence addressed”), the other which goes back
to before activity “Prepare ministerial response”. We use an XOR-join to reconnect
repetition
block starts
withbefore
a XOR-join
this branch to theApoint
of the process
model just
the repetition block. The
endsis with
a decision
gateway (XOR-split)
model for ourand
example
illustrated
in Fig. 3.13.
Question Why do we need to merge the loopback branch of a repetition block with
67
an XOR-join?

Identify sub-processes
4 Advanced Process Modeling

Order fulfilment

98

68
Fig. 4.1 Identifying sub-processes in the order fulfillment process of Fig. 3.12

Collapsed sub-processes
99

Order fulfilment

4.1 Process Decomposition

Fig. 4.2 A simplified version of the order fulfillment process after hiding the content of its subprocesses
69
Exercise 4.1 Identify suitable sub-processes
in the process for assessing loan ap-

2 - BPMN key features
(with some examples)

70

Markers
(events, activities, gateways)

71

Call Activity

ctivity is a wrapper for a globally defined
cess or Task that is reused in the current

Pool
(collapsed)

Sub‐Pro
process.

Activity
types
and
markers
Activity Markers
Task Types

Pool
Multi I
Markers
indicate
execution
activity
nature (task type)
(collapsed)
(c
behavior of activities:

Types
specifymarkers
the nature of
Internal
indicate:
the action to be performed:

the
and the way it is executed (activity marker)
Sub‐Conversation

Send Task

Sub‐Process Marker

Receive Task

Loop Marker
Collaboration
Diagra

User Task

Parallel MI Marker

Manual Task

Message Flow

Sequential MI Marker

Business Rule Task

~

Service Task

Compensation Marker
72

ane

Script Task

some types

Ad Hoc Marker

some markers

Collap
Sub‐Pro

‐ Business
Process
Mo
PMN
‐ Business
Proces

ays

BPMN ‐ Business Pr

Some activity Activities
markers
Activ

Multiple Instances of the
Multiple Instances of the
same activity are started
in activity are started in
same
e
outgoing
Multiple
Multiple Instances of the
y
Multiple
parallel
or sequentially,parallel
e.g. or sequentially,same
e.g. activity are started in
oming
branch
equence
flow to exactly one of theInstances
outgoing
Instances
Multiple
for eachbranch
line item in anfor each line item in an parallel or sequentially, e.g.
When merging, it awaits one incoming
Instances
Sequence
Flow
defines
the
order.
Sequence
for
each
line
item
in
an
the outgoing flow.
order.
execution
order. order of activities.
execution o
ayflow is
Loop Activity is iterated
if aActivity is iterated if a
e
Loop
events or receive tasks. Sequence
is
Loop Activity
iterated
if a
loopflow
condition
is true. The
Conditional
Flowishas
aConditiona
loop
condition
is
true.
The
t/task which
happens first.
loop condition
isthat
true. The
Loop
condition
is
either
tested
condition
assigned
Loop
condition
is either tested
condition as
Loop
condition is either tested
before or after the activity
whether or not the
before or after the defines
activity
defines whe
before or after the activity
eceactivated
execution.
flow is
used.
flow, all outgoing branches are
activated
execution.
flow is used
execution.
parallel branches it waits for all incoming
incoming
Default Flow is the default
riggering the outgoing flow.
Default Flo
Ad‐hoc Subprocess
Ad‐hoc Subprocessbranch to be chosen if all
branch to b
Ad‐hoc Subprocess
Subprocesses
Ad‐hoc Subprocesses Ad‐hoc Subprocesses
otherAd‐hoc
conditions
evaluate
to condit
other
anches are activated based on branching
anching
contain tasks only. Each task
contain
task
false.
waits all active incoming branches
to tasks only. Each
contain tasks only. Eachcan
task
false.
be
executed
arbitrarily
es to
can be executed arbitrarily
can be executed arbitrarily
often until a completion
often until a completion
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Fig. 3.13 A process model for addressing ministerial correspondence

the end event “Ministerial correspondence addressed”), the other which goes back
to before activity “Prepare ministerial response”. We use an XOR-join to reconnect
this branch to the point of the process model just before the repetition block. The
model for our example is illustrated in Fig. 3.13.
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Deferred choice
(event based decisions)
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Gateways

Event-based decisions

Data‐based Exclusive Gateway
When splitting, it routes the sequence flow to exactly one of the outgoing
branches based on conditions. When merging, it awaits one incoming branch
to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.
Event‐based Exclusive Gateway
Is always followed by catching events or receive tasks. Sequence flow is
routed to the subsequent event/task which happens first.
Parallel Gateway
When used to split the sequence flow, all outgoing branches are activated
simultaneously. When merging parallel branches it waits for all incoming
branches to complete before triggering the outgoing flow.

Inclusive Gateway
When splitting, one or more branches are activated based on branching
conditions. When merging, it awaits all active incoming branches to
(split)
gateways
complete.

Event-based
must be used to model
Complex Gateway
decisions that
depends
It triggers one or more branches based on complex conditions or verbal
on some external
eventUse it sparingly as the semantics might not be clear.
descriptions.
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A negotiation without choice
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Some remarks
Lanes are often used to separate activities associated with
a specific company function or role
Sequence flow cannot cross the boundaries of a pool
(it can cross lanes in the pool)
Message flow cannot connect flow objects in the same pool
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3 - more on BPMN
(with some examples)

102

More artefacts

(data-objects, groups)

103

Artefacts
Data
object
are used to provide additional information about the process. If

modellers
modelling
toolsinformation
are free to flowing
add new
artefacts.
A dataand
object
represents
through
the

of data objects:
'A letter',
'Email
message',emails
'XML document',
process,
such as
documents,
and letters
ion',...

A data object is often represented by the usual file icon

Set of standardized artefacts

[state]

Data objects provide information about what activities are required to be
triggered and/or what they produce. They are considered as Artefacts
because they do not have any direct effect on the Sequence Flow or
Message Flow of the Process. The state of the data object should also be
set.
Grouping can be used for documentation or analysis purposes. Groups
can also be used to identify the activities of a distributed transaction that is
shown across Pools. Grouping of activities does not affect the Sequence
or Message Flow.
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Text Annotations are a mechanism
for a modeller to provide additional

Data
Association, again
A Data Object represents information flowing
through the process, such as business documents,
e‐mails or letters.

Attaching a data object with an Undirected
Association to a sequence flow indicates hand‐over
of information between the activities involved.
A Directed Association indicates information flow.
A data object can be read at the start of an
activity or written upon completion.
A Bidirected Association indicates that the data
object is modified, i.e. read and written during the
execution of an actvity.
read

write

modify

doc

doc

doc
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modify

doc

[state1]

doc

[state2]

ut

OutTask
put

entire process. It can be read by an activity.
entire process. It can be read by an activity.
OutAput
Data Output is a variable available as result
A Data Output is a variable available as result
of the entire process.
of the entire process.

More data objects

A Data Object represents information flowing
A Data
Object
represents information flowing
through the process,
such
as business
through
the process, such as business
documents, e‐mails,
or letters.
documents, e‐mails, or letters.
A Collection Data Object represents a
A Collection
Object
represents a
collection of information,
e.g.,Data
a list
of order
collection of information, e.g., a list of order
items.
items.

Data Store

A Data Store is a place where the process can
A Data
is a place
read or write data,
e.g.,Store
a database
or awhere
filing the process can
read
or write
e.g.,
database or a filing
cabinet. It persists
beyond
the data,
lifetime
of athe
Data
Store instance.cabinet. It persists beyond the lifetime of the
process
process instance.
A Message is used to depict the contents of a
A Message
used to depict the contents of a
communication between
twoisParticipants.
communication between two Participants.
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Introduction to BPMN

Group
nd modeling tools some flexibility in extending the basic

dd context appropriate to a specific modeling situation,
nce or banking).
number of
can becan
added
to a a group
AnAny
arbitrary
setArtifacts
of objects
form
f the business processes being modeled. The current
(if
they
logically
belong
together)
efines only three types of BPD Artifacts, which are:

it has non behavioural effect (only documentation)

hanism to show how
uced by activities.
ctivities through

A group is represented by
rounded corner rectangles with dashed lines

by a rounded corner
dashed line (see the
grouping can be used
alysis purposes, but
uence Flow.

anism for a modeler
xt information for the
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80

Example: artefacts
3

Essential Process Modeling

for convenience,
the same data object
can appear
several times
it can have
different states
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80

Example: artefacts
3

Essential Process Modeling

data stores
for persistent
data objects
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80

Example: artefacts
3

Essential Process Modeling

artifacts provide
additional information,
but can compromise
diagram readability
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Call activities

111

Nesting sub-processes:
home loans

100

4 Advanced Process Modeling

112

100

Global sub-processes:
home / student loans

suppose the ``Sign loan’’
process is defined as a
separate model:
it can be reused

4 Advanced Process Modeling
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Transaction

Event
Sub‐Process

belong together; it might follow a specified
transaction protocol.

Call activities

Call Activity

An Event Sub‐Process is placed into a Process or
Sub‐Process. It is activated when its start event
gets triggered and can interrupt the higher level
process context or run in parallel (non‐
interrupting) depending on the start event.
A Call Activity is a wrapper for a globally defined
Sub‐Process or Task that is reused in the current
process.

Activity Markers

Task Types

Markers indicate execution
behavior of activities:

Types specify the nature of
the action to be performed:

Sub‐Process Marker

Send Task
114

Call activities:
home / student loans

4.2 Process Reuse

101

thick borders denote
call activities
(to global sub-processes)
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Global processes:
advantages
Readability: processes tend to be smaller
Reusability: define once, use many time
Sharing: any change made to a global process
is automatically propagated to all models that invoke it
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reached.

Intermediate E
An event is thro
continues.

ediate Event (catching):
ocess can only continue
n event has been caught.

Attached events

activity

Attached Intermediate Event: The
activity is aborted once an event is
caught.
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Recovery from faults:
image manipulation

4.5 Handling Exceptions

Petri Net Transformations for Business Processes – A Survey
[image small
enough]

[redo]

t
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[image too big]

l

fail

a

b

Legend

Sequence flow from – Sequence

the lightning annotation
Error exception event –
Start
event
denotes an error-catching
event
Cancel Region
End event

XOR-split –
Exclusive Choice

AND-split –
Parallel Split

Task

118

XOR-join –
Simple Merge

AND-join –
Synchonization

Throwing and catching:
order fulfillment

4.5 Handling Exceptions

Fig. 4.19 Error events model internal exceptions
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the lightning annotation
denotes a throwing event:
it models an out-of-stock
exception

119
The error event is depicted as an event
with a lightning marker. Following the

Throwing and catching:
order fulfillment

4.5 Handling Exceptions

Fig. 4.19 Error events model internal exceptions
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end terminate event:
causes the immediate
cessation of the current
process instance
(and of any sub-process,
but not of the parent process if any)

120
The error event is depicted as an event
with a lightning marker. Following the

Choreographies

121

Choreography
A choreography defines the sequence of
interaction between participants
A choreography does not exists in a pool
and it is not executable
It describes how the participants are supposed to behave
a choreography can also use message data objects
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Pa rticip ant

Pa rticip ant B

Choreography task

Receive
Message

Figure 12.9 - A Choreography T

A choreography task is an activity in a choreography
The interaction defined by a Cho
that
consists
of
a
set
(one
or
more)
communications
Figure 12.7 - A Collaboration view of Choreography Task elements

diagram (see Figure 12.7—see pa
Participants of the Choreograp
In a Choreography diagram, this Interaction is collapsed into a single object, a Choreography Task. The
themdifferent
will be bands
a Message
Flow.
A choreography
task
two
or more
the Choreography
Task and each
of theinvolves
Participants are
all displayed
in the participants
that make up th

that are displayed in different bands

graphical notation. There are two (2) more Participant Bands and one Task Name Band (see Figure 12.8

Pa rticip ant
Ba nd

top/bottom band positioning
is inessential
Pa rticipa nt 1
Choreo grap hy
Ta sk Na me

Ta sk Na me
Ban d

Pa rticipa nt 2

Pa rticip ant A
Cho reogra phy
Task Name
Pa rticip ant B

Pa rticip ant
Ba nd
Figure 12.8 - A Choreography Task

Ini tia tin g
Messa ge
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Re turn
Messa ge

Choreography flow

12.3.1 Sequence Flow

Sequence Flow are used within Choreographies to show the sequence of the Choreog
may have intervening Gateways. They are used in the same way as they are in Processe
connect with other Flow Objects. For Processes, they can only connect Events, Gatewa
Choreographies, they can only connect Events, Gateways, and Choreography Activ

Ordinary sequence flow and gateways
are used within choreographies
to show the sequence of tasks involved
S equ enc e F l ow w i ll
d efi ne t he orde r of
C h oreog raphy e lem en ts

B uy er

B uy er

P lac e O rder

C on firm O rde r

S ell er

S el ler

the initiator of the second interaction
Figure 12.5 - The use of Sequence Flow in a Choreography
must be involved in the previous one
There are two additional variations of Sequence Flow:
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• Conditional Sequence Flow:
Conditions can be added to Sequence Flow in two

A choreography
Sup pli er

S upp lier

Sup pli er

S uppl ier

Pl anne d Ord er
Vari ati ons

Order & Deliv ery
Variations

D eliver
Checkpoint
R eques t

R e tai ler

R eta ile r

R e tai ler

S upp lie r

Su ppli er

Prov id e Item

D e liv er Item

Shi pper

Sh ipp er

Sh ippe r

Sup pli er

S upp lie r

Su ppli er

Prov id e Item

D e liv er Item

C on si gne e

C ons ign ee

C o ns ign ee

S upp lier

C o ns ign ee

C ons ig nee

Sup pli er

Su ppl ier

S upp lie r

F ina liz ed PO
a nd D eli ve ry
Sc he dule

Retaile r
C o nfi rmation
R e ce iv ed

C onfi rma tio n of
D eli ve ry
Sc hed ule

Accept PO and
D elivery
Schedule

PO and Delivery
Schedule Mods

Update P O
and D el ivery
S ch edul e

R e tai ler

Retaile r

R e tai ler

R eta ile r

R e tail er

R eta ile r
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BPMN Semantics

126

BPMN execution semantics

127

Some sample paragraphs
The execution semantics are described informally (textually), and this is based on prior
research involving the formalization of execution semantics using mathematical formalisms.
A Process is instantiated when one of its Start Events occurs.
A Process can also be started via an Event-Based Gateway or a Receive Task that has no
incoming Sequence Flows
Each Start Event that occurs creates a token on its outgoing Sequence Flows, which is
followed as described by the semantics of the other Process elements.
A Process instance is completed, if and only if the following three conditions hold:
If the instance was created through an instantiating Parallel Gateway, then all subsequent
Events (of that Gateway) MUST have occurred.
There is no token remaining within the Process instance.
No Activity of the Process is still active.

•
•
•

For a Process instance to become completed, all tokens in that instance MUST reach an end
node.
A token reaching an End Event triggers the behavior associated with the Event type.
If a token reaches a Terminate End Event, the entire Process is abnormally terminated.
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BPMN formal semantics?
Many attempts:
Abstract State Machines (ASM)
Term Rewriting Systems
Graph Rewrite Systems
Process Algebras
Temporal Logic
…
Petri nets
(Usual difficulties with OR-join semantics)
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Sound BPMN diagrams
We can exploit the formal semantics of nets
to give unambiguous semantics to
BPMN process diagrams
BPMN collaboration diagrams
We transform
BPMN process diagrams to wf nets
BPMN collaboration diagrams to wf systems
A BPMN diagram is sound if its net is so
We can reuse the verification tools
to check if the net is sound
130

Translation of BPMN
to Petri nets
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From BPMN
to Petri nets
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Simplified BPMN
a start / exception event has just one outgoing flow
and no incoming flow
an end event has just one incoming flow
and no outgoing flow
all activities and intermediate events have exactly
one incoming flow and one outgoing flow
all gateways have either
one incoming flow (and multiple outgoing)
or one outgoing flow (and multiple incoming)
133

Simplified BPMN
The previous constraints are no real limitation:
events or activities with multiple incoming flows:
insert a preceding XOR-join gateway
events or activities with multiple outgoing flows:
insert a following AND-split gateway
gateways with multiple incoming and outgoing flows:
decompose in two gateways
insert start / end events if needed
134

…

…

stands for

…

…
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…

…

stands for

…

…

stands for

…

…

…

…

Pay attention to gateways

…

…

stands for

…

…
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…

…

stands for

…

…

stands for

…

…

…

…

My suggestions

Complex Gateway
It triggers one or more branches based o
descriptions. Use it sparingly as the sema

Simplified BPMN
Start

Events

Intermediate

End

Catching
Throwing
Avoid OR-gateways
(all problems seen with EPC apply to BPMN
as well)
Plain

Limited form of sub-processing

Message

Recei
messa

Timer

Cyclic
time,

Error

Catch
errors

No transactions and compensations
Cancel

React
trans
Start
cance

Catch

Compen‐
sation

Comp
trigge

Plain
Conditional
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Untyp
showi
starts

Message

React
condi
busin

Signa

The twist!
BPMN object

net fragment

event

transition

activity

transition

sequence flow
message flow
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place

Roughly
A place for each arc
one transitions for each event
one transition for each activity
one or two transitions for each gateway
…
with some exceptions!
(start event, end event, event-based gateways, loops, …)
no dummy objects!
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The strategy
From BPMN process diagrams to wf nets in three steps
Travel

Step 1
convert
sequence flow
message flow

Step 2
convert
flow objects

140

Step 3
enforce
initial place
final place

Step 1: convert flows
We insert a place for each sequence flow and message flow

Step 1
sequence flow
message flow
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Step 2: convert flow objects
Then insert transitions

Step 2
flow objects

Step 1
sequence flow
message flow
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Step 2: gateways
BPMN object

net fragment

AND split / join

transition

XOR split

transition

XOR join

transition
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Step 2: event-based
BPMN object

net fragment

Step 1
sequence flow
message flow

Step 2
place fusion
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Step 3: add unique start
XOR start

start
1

start
1

start
2

start
2

start
1

Step 3
unique start

Steps 1+2
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start
2

Step 3: add unique end

end
1

end 1

end
2

end 1

end 2

end 2

Step 3
unique start

Steps 1+2

XOR end
(sometimes AND can be preferred)
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Example:
Order process
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Order process
Order process

ok?

no
yes

Sound?
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Order process: step 1
Order process

ok?

no
yes

Step 1
sequence flow
message flow
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Order process: step 2

Step 2
flow objects
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Order process: (desugar)

desugar
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Order process: step 3

Step 3
enforce
initial place
final place
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Soundness analysis
Not sound!
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Soundness analysis
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Soundness analysis

t5
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Soundness analysis
Not sound!
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Example:
Travel itinerary
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Travel itinerary

Travel itinerary
yes
ok?

no

ok?

yes
no

Sound?
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Travel itinerary

Travel itinerary: step 1
yes
ok?

no

ok?

yes
no

Step 1
sequence flow
message flow
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Travel itinerary: step 2

Step 2
flow objects
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Travel itinerary: (desugar)

desugar
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Travel itinerary: step 3

Step 3
enforce
initial place
final place
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Soundness analysis

Not sound!
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Soundness analysis
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Example:
Always sushi
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Always sushi

Sound?
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Sushi lover

Sushi lover

Sound?
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Sushi lover

Sushi lover: step 1

Step 1
sequence flow
message flow
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Sushi lover: step 2

Step 2
flow objects
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Sushi lover: (desugar)

desugar
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Sushi lover: step 3

Step 3
enforce
initial place
final place
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Soundness analysis

safe & sound
(s-net)
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Sushi doomed

Sushi doomed

Sound?
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Sushi doomed

Sushi doomed: step 1

Step 1
sequence flow
message flow
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Sushi doomed: step 2

Step 2
flow objects
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Sushi doomed: (desugar)

desugar
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Sushi doomed: step 3

Step 3
enforce
initial place
final place
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Soundness analysis

safe & sound
(s-net)
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Sushi doomed

Sushi lover

Sushi system

Sound?
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Sushi system: step 1
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Sushi system: step 1+2+3
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Soundness analysis

Sound!
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Step 0: preprocessing
BPMN diagrams
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Overview
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Activity looping
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Fig. 4. Macro expansions for repeated activities.

Fig. 4. Macro expansions for repeated
activities.
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Multiple instances
(design-time bounded)
Fig. 4. Macro expansions for repeated activities.

Fig. 5. Macro expansion for a multi-instance activity where n is known at design time.
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Sub-processes
Fig. 6. Mapping of a subprocess without exception handling.

Fig. 5. Macro expansion
foraasubprocess
multi-instance
activity invocation
where n isactivity.
known at design time.
Fig. 7. Calling
via a subprocess

one identified as tðSI;callÞ modelling the invocarocess P, the other tðSI;returnÞ modelling the flow
he parent process after P completed.

the occurrence of exception Ex can ‘‘steal”
token that would normally be consumed by
tion corresponding to task T.
In the case of an exception flow associated to
cess, the occurrence of the exception (i.e., the e
on handling
will cancel the execution of the subprocess ass
this latter has started but has not yet completed
N, exception handling is captured by excepping
is complicated
by the fact that it needs to
An exception flow Fig.
originates
fromofana subprocess
error
6. Mapping
without
exception handling.
cancellation of the running subprocess at any p
hed to the boundary of an activity. For prethe exception occurs. This means that when the
urposes, it is convenient to distinguish the
the activity is a single task, from the case 187 corresponding to the error event fires, all the

ception handling is captured by excepxception flow originates from an error
the boundary of an activity. For prees, it is convenient to distinguish the
ctivity is a single task, from the case
process. Fig. 8 shows the mapping of
ociated with a task. Given that the exeis atomic, the occurrence of exception
errupt T when T is enabled and has
d. In Petri net terms, this means that

ping is complicated by the fact that it n
cancellation of the running subprocess
the exception occurs. This means that w
corresponding to the error event fires,
in the Petri net fragment corresponding
need to be removed. However, due to
Petri net transitions, it is cumbersome to
cleaner” that would remove all tokens
ment of a net [3].

Exception handling:
single task

Fig. 8. Mapping of a task with an exception flow.

9 Error events model internal exceptions
188

ling Exceptions

Exception handling:
sub-processes
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accounts for
separate execution
of multiple instances

Error events model internal exceptions

ror event is depicted Fig.
as an
event with
lightningwith
marker.
Following
9. Mapping
of aasubprocess
an exception
flow. the
onventions for throwing and catching events,189
the lightning is empty for the

Exercises
Model the following fragments of business processes
for assessing loan applications:

190

Exercise: loan application 1
Once a loan application has been approved by the loan provider, an
acceptance pack is prepared and sent to the customer.
The acceptance pack includes a repayment schedule which the
customer needs to agree upon by sending the signed documents
back to the loan provider.
The latter then verifies the repayment agreement:
if the applicant disagreed with the repayment schedule, the loan
provider cancels the application;
if the applicant agreed, the loan provider approves the application.
In either case, the process completes with the loan provider notifying
the applicant of the application status.
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Exercise: loan application 2
A loan application is approved if it passes two checks:
(i) the applicant’s loan risk assessment, which is done automatically
by a system, and
(ii) the appraisal of the property for which the loan has been asked,
carried out by a property appraiser.
The risk assessment requires a credit history check on the applicant,
which is performed by a financial officer.
Once both the loan risk assessment and the property appraisal have
been performed, a loan officer can assess the applicant’s eligibility.
If the applicant is not eligible, the application is rejected,
otherwise the acceptance pack is prepared and sent to the applicant.
192

Exercise: loan application 3
A loan application may be coupled with a home insurance which is
offered at discounted prices.
The applicant may express their interest in a home insurance plan at
the time of submitting their loan application to the loan provider.
Based on this information, if the loan application is approved, the loan
provider may either only send an acceptance pack to the applicant,
or also send a home insurance quote.
The process then continues with the verification of the repayment
agreement.
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Exercise: loan application 4
Once a loan application is received by the loan provider, and before
proceeding with its assessment, the application itself needs to be
checked for completeness.
If the application is incomplete, it is returned to the applicant, so that
they can fill out the missing information and send it back to the loan
provider.
This process is repeated until the application is complete.
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Exercise: loan application 5
Put together the four fragments of the loan assessment process that
you created in previous Exercises.
Then extend the resulting model by adding all the required artifacts.
Moreover, attach annotations to specify the business rules behind:
(i) checking an application completeness,
(ii) assessing an application eligibility, and
(iii) verifying a repayment agreement.
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Exercise: loan application 6
Extend the business process for assessing loan applications that you
created in previous exercises by considering the following resource
aspects.
The process for assessing loan applications is executed by four roles
within the loan provider:
a financial officer takes care of checking the applicant’s credit history;
a property appraiser is responsible for appraising the property;
an insurance sales representative sends the home insurance quote
to the applicant if this is required.
All other activities are performed by the loan officer who is the main
point of contact with the applicant.
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Exercises: loan application 7
Extend the loan application model by representing the
interactions between the loan provider and the applicant.
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